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Three methods for early-stage building spatial design optimization are presented, demonstrated, and compared
for their qualities and limitations. The first, an evolutionary algorithm, can find well-distributed approximations
of the Pareto front, but it uses many design evaluations and it can only explore a limited part of the entire design
search space (i.e. the collection of all possible design solutions). The second, simulations of co-evolutionary
design processes, can find improved design solutions relatively fast within an unrestricted design search
space, however, they typically only find discretely distributed Pareto front approximations. For the third method,
hybridization is proposed to combine the first two methods into two new hybrid methods, such that their ad
vantages are combined and their disadvantages are diminished. The methods have been applied in an initial case
study, which shows that hybridization can improve search efficiency and speed, and it can search larger design
search spaces.

1. Introduction
The built environment is responsible for a large part of global energy
use and resource consumption, estimations of its contribution range
between 40% to 60% [2,32]. For that reason, optimization in the built
environment has extensively been researched and developed, but tools
to optimize a design in the early stages of the building design process are
still not widespread and are rarely used. Modern optimization tech
niques can effectively explore a design search space—i.e. the collection
of all possible solutions—by strategically choosing a subset of the design
search space. However, computation time increases significantly with
the size of a design search space, because the amount of strategic eval
uations must be sufficiently large in order to be confident about the
quality of the found solutions. This makes it challenging for these
modern techniques to consider large design problems all at once. In
practice, building engineers approach the challenges of building design
by using their knowledge, experience, and creativity, all of which are
concepts that are difficult or even impossible to transfer and implement
in automated optimization algorithms. This paper presents three
methods that can explore the early-stage design search space of a

building spatial design: (I) an existing optimization method using a
state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithm [11,15], (II) a simulation of coevolutionary design processes, which uses design rules inspired by
knowledge of- and experience with the problem formulation based on
the work presented in [46,71], and (III) a hybridization of methods I and
II is proposed to investigate if their advantages can be combined and
their disadvantages can be diminished.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, an overview of the
related work is set out, and the motivation for the presented work is
given. Following that, in Section 3, a toolbox that has been developed for
research on early-stage building spatial design optimization is intro
duced, and subsequently methods I-III are presented. Thereafter, a case
study to evaluate and compare methods I-III is introduced in Section 4.
The results of the case study are then presented in Section 5. Accord
ingly, in Section 6, a discussion is given, in which the work is reviewed
and critical remarks are given. Finally, the conclusion and the outlook
for future work are presented in Section 7.
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2. Related work and motivation

Solutions may need to be selected from the Pareto front approxi
mation during and after multi-objective optimization. A human expert
can indicate their preferred solution, but automated selection mecha
nisms also exist. For example, to select the parent solutions from a
population in evolutionary algorithms, or, to select the final solution
that will be utilized by the user of an optimizer. Selecting one solution
can be achieved by selecting the best solution in one objective, or by
selecting a knee-point solution, i.e. a solution that—in objective
space—lies closest to an ideal point, whether or not normalized [33].
Selecting multiple solutions at once may for instance be achieved by
hypervolume-based subset selection [23,54].
To reduce computational cost and improve quality, the design search
space of an optimization problem is often (implicitly) restricted in size
and complexity. Such restrictions—called a superstructure [77]—pre
vent design variables from being added or removed from the optimiza
tion problem. Examples of works in which a superstructure is introduced
to an optimization problem are found across different research fields, e.
g. for flow configuration in chemical reactors [48]; for structural to
pologies [7]; for the dimensioning of a catamaran structure [69]; and for
several different case studies [5,13]. Many state-of-the-art search
methods require the problem to be superstructured, e.g. the usefulness
of a gradient can be questioned when the number of variables would
differ between solutions. Even though the introduction of a super
structure is in many cases useful, it may exclude global optima from the
(limited) design search space, as obviously the location of these global
optima within the entire design search space is not known a priori.
Therefore, superstructure-free methods [77] are researched as well, e.g.
for chemical process networks [35]; for finding boolean functions [29];
for finding electronic circuits [52]; for heat exchangers [28]; and for
structural topologies [49,50].

The work presented in this paper is a continuation of the work in
Boonstra et al. [18]. The continued work includes among others: (a)
improved simulations of co-evolutionary design processes, (b) two
different hybridization schemes, and (c) a case study on the two hy
bridization schemes.
The remainder of this section elaborates on related research in
optimization and multi-disciplinary building design (optimization),
after which it is concluded with a motivation for the presented work.
2.1. Optimization
An optimization problem can be formulated with the generic math
ematical expression in Eq. (1). In this formulation, the objective is to find
a solution x ∈ X such that it minimizes the ℓ objective functions fi(x).
Here, a solution x is a vector of v design variables: [x1, x2, …, xv], and the
collection of all possible solutions X is called the design search space. A
solution is only considered, i.e. is feasible, when all m inequality con
straints gj(x) and all n equality constraints hk(x) are satisfied.
min :
x

subject to :

fi (x),

i = 1, 2, …, ℓ

gj (x) ≤ 0,
hk (x) = 0,

j = 0, 1, …, m
k = 0, 1, …, n

(1)

In multi-objective optimization there seldomly exists one solution
that is optimal for all objectives. The optimality of solutions is therefore
assessed in terms of non-dominance. A solution x is dominated by so
lution x* if both inequalities in Eq. (2) are satisfied. A solution is nondominated if it is not dominated by any other solution, i.e. none of the
objectives of a solution can be improved by another solution in the set
without the degeneration of one or more other objectives. The set of all
non-dominated solutions is called the Pareto front, and if only a subset S
⊂ X is evaluated, then the set of non-dominated solutions in S is called
the Pareto front approximation (PFA). For a more comprehensive
introduction on multi-objective optimization and an outline of recent
developments, the reader is referred to [36].
∀i : fi (x* )
∃i : fi (x* )

≤ fi (x)
< fi (x)

2.2. Multi-disciplinary building design optimization
In the architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry,
optimization becomes increasingly important in reducing both the
environmental and the financial footprints of designs. Literature inclu
des—among others—methods to optimize: building envelopes for min
imal heating, cooling, and lighting costs [31]; structural grillage systems
for increased stiffness and less material use [16]; heating, ventilation,
and air conditioning (HVAC) systems for minimal costs [66]; structural
systems, while allowing user interaction during the design search space
exploration [61]; and form-finding of reticulated shell structures [82].
Apart from investigating different objectives, the correct application and
verification of optimization methods is also studied, for example by
Hamdy et al. [45]. Furthermore, new representations for building design
are researched too, e.g. equation-based models that make it possible to
apply gradient-based and analytical solution search [80].
From literature it is observed that building design optimization is
primarily researched per discipline and focused on sub-parts of the
building design. However, due to complex trade-offs between disciplines
the performance of each discipline is often compromised in order to
achieve better performance in the other disciplines. Therefore, multidisciplinary optimization has been researched, e.g. considering ther
mal load, usable area and cost [40]. An overview of available tools for
multi-disciplinary building optimization is given by Díaz et al. [27].
In the early stages of the design process, the impact of design de
cisions on the performance is high and decreases rapidly as the design
process progresses [78]. However, design support tools and optimiza
tion methods are predominantly available for later stages of a design
process [56]. For these reasons there is a growing demand for research
aimed at the support of early-stage building design (optimization)
[26,62,63,65,76].
One of the reasons for research to focus on late-stage design may be
that methods are often developed to be compatible with existing
computer-assisted design (CAD) software, which mainly supports design
processes in more advanced design stages. For example: Geyer [41]

(2)

An optimization problem may be approached by evaluating solutions
from the design search space at random. However, depending on the size
and feasibility of that space, the chance that well-performing feasible
solutions are selected is small. As a consequence, many evaluations are
required in order for the Pareto front approximation to converge.
Applying search rules on solutions—so-called heuristics—can reduce the
number of necessary evaluations, because they modify a solution
directed at improving that solution. Yet, heuristics interactively apply
small local improvements, from which often a local optimum but not
necessarily a global optimum is obtained. Many modern heuristic al
gorithms are instantiations of meta-heuristic search methods [43],
which define a generalized structure for heuristic search. These tech
niques often employ randomness to introduce the required variation to
escape local optima, and as such continue to search for the global op
timum. Well-known examples are: particle swarm optimization (PSO)
[30], where solutions are steered around the design search space by
using information from both the current locally and globally best-known
solutions; Or, evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [4], in which random
variations are applied iterativeley to a selection of solutions, the socalled parent population. The resulting solutions—the so-called off
spring—are then evaluated using the objective functions and constraints
and subsequently compete with the solutions of the parent population to
be part of a new parent population, which replaces the old. When
selecting solutions for a new population in multi-objective optimization,
not only the quality of a solution but also the diversity that it adds to the
population is considered.
2
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implemented an optimization method in a Building Information
Modelling (BIM) environment. Asl et al. [3] and Welle et al. [79] each
present a building thermal optimization in a BIM-based design search
space; Caldas [24] presents several case studies on the application of a
CAD environment integrated with an evolutionary algorithm. None
theless, in literature it is recognized that there is a current demand for
optimization in the AEC industry [64], and methods for existing CAD
software are thus relevant. Therefore, Díaz et al. [27] give an overview
of the challenges that need to be overcome before a practical application
of optimization is possible in the AEC industry. Also Boonstra et al. [17]
have looked at gaps to the practical use of optimization techniques for
conceptual building design in a BIM environment. One of these chal
lenges is user interaction, and interesting directions to overcome this
challenge have been published by: Mora et al. [60], who present a
framework that integrates early-stage design processes with choices
regarding considerations and expectations of the final design; Steiner
et al. [73], who developed a tool that interactively generates a structural
system during an architectural design process; Geyer and Schlueter [42]
and Schlueter and Geyer [68], who take into account user interaction
with an optimization method integrated in a BIM environment; Basbagill
et al. [6] and Clevenger and Haymaker [25], who each give feedback to
users on the impact of the changes they made to a design, allowing them
to make more informed design decisions; and Hopfe and Hensen [47],
who determine the uncertainty of the effect on the performance from
modifying design variables, supporting users in choosing design vari
ables for optimization.
Software environments for early-stage design support are less prev
alent but do exist, for example SEED [38]. Optimization methods for the
SEED environment have been presented by Liggett [55] and Fenves et al.
[37]. Despite the availability of SEED to the AEC industry, an applica
tion in practice has not been found.
Another reason for research to focus on late-stage designs may be
related to the size and complexity of the design search space in the early
stages of a building design process. For state-of-the-art optimization
methods it is still challenging to search the entire design search space of
an early-stage building design. The complexity of the design search
space of early-stage building design should also be considered before a
superstructure is defined, e.g. when the existence of a design variable
depends on the value of another design variable. Examples of super
structures for early-stage design processes are: an application of the
SEED environment to optimize building layout problems [37,55]; a
genetic string from which a conceptual building spatial design is
generated [72]; a unified matrix method for building spatial design [70];
or the layout of a single storey residential building in a grid [81]. These
methods are developed for early-stage design and implicitly define a
superstructure, for which it is not clear which designs are and which
designs are not possible. A superstructure for conceptual building spatial
design that has explicitly been defined by a so-called supercube is pre
sented in [13]. Although it is not clear for all designs if they are (not)
possible, there do exist obvious cases as well.
As the definition of superstructures is less straight forward for earlystage design problems, superstructure free methods are more commonly
found for early-stage design, e.g. the generation of building spatial de
signs through shape grammars [67,74]; a framework integrating struc
tural design and building spatial design [59]; or, simulations of coevolutionary [58] design [19,46,71].

static design problem, the size and complexity of an early-stage design
search space is too large and complex for modern hardware, while there
is a current demand for optimal design. Additionally, for each design
project in practice the criteria and boundary conditions are different and
they change during the design process, and as such for each project the
design problem is unique and dynamic, which requires optimization to
be performed multiple times during a design project. Building engineers
can tackle many design problems relatively fast based on their knowl
edge and experience without considering many designs. Simulations of
Co-evolutionary Design Processes (SCDPs)—which use design rules
inspired by knowledge of- and experience with the problem for
mulation—have already shown that qualitatively good solutions can be
obtained relatively fast [46]. However, SCDPs typically yield a
discretely distributed PFA, and consequently no confidence in the
quality of the found solutions can be given, i.e. there is a chance that a
better design can be found in the proximity of the found solutions.
Therefore, besides EA and SCDP, a hybridization of EA and SCDP is
proposed to investigate if their advantages can be combined and their
disadvantages can be diminished. For instance, through hybridization
the speed of SCDPs may be combined with the quality offered by the
PFAs found by EAs. It should be noted that this paper is focused on
increasing the explorability of optimization methods in the early stages
of building spatial design by means of hybridizing a state-of-the-art EA
with SCDPs. The presented case study is therefore a simplification of
design practice, and the inclusion of more disciplines, design variables,
objectives and user interaction are left outside of the scope of this paper.
3. Methods
3.1. Building spatial design optimization toolbox
The work presented in this paper is part of a large research project on
early-stage building spatial design optimization. A toolbox has been
developed to support the research within this framework [20], and is
also available as an open-source software repository [22]. For brevity
and to avoid reiterations from previous works this subsection gives only
a short introduction to the used problem representations, objective
evaluations, and the constraints, accompanied with references to more
detailed explanations.
3.1.1. Building spatial design representations
The design problem, i.e. building spatial design, is defined here as
the determination of the dimensions and arrangement of spaces. In this
work, a solution can only be composed of cuboid spaces arranged in an
orthogonal grid, and as a result, spaces with curved or skewed bound
aries are not possible. As such, various aspects of optimization like
mutation/modification and constraints can be simplified, because spe
cial cases introduced by e.g. curved surfaces are avoided. Two repre
sentations for building spatial design have been developed: (a) the
“supercube” representation, in which a three-dimensional orthogonal
grid describes cells, and each of the cells can be activated for a space.
Using the supercube, a space is represented by a bit mask describing cell
activity, and a building spatial design is represented by the dimensions
of the grid together with the bit masks of all spaces, see Fig. 1a; And (b)
the “movable-sizable” representation, in which a space is defined by a
location vector and a dimension vector and a building spatial design by a
collection of spaces, see Fig. 1b. These representations have each been
developed aimed at an application for specific optimization techniques.
Evolutionary algorithms benefit from the supercube representation,
because it is a superstructure, and constraints can be expressed via
mathematical expressions. However, when engineers develop design
rules to simulate co-evolutionary design processes, it is advantageous
that they can visualize the effects of these rules. The movable-sizable
representation expresses spatial information in a manner that is intui
tive to engineers. A two-way conversion between the two representa
tions has been implemented in the toolbox, a design can as such be

2.3. Motivation
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) can converge to a well-distributed
Pareto front approximation, which can be used to gain qualitative in
sights in the trade-off between objectives and to study the characteristics
of optimal solutions. However, EAs require a large amount of design
evaluations, especially when the design search space is large, which is
the case for early-stage building spatial design. Even though computa
tional power is increasing and an EA may only need to be run once for a
3
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3.2. Evolutionary algorithm
Several state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithms [9] have been
considered for the early-stage design of building spatial designs, which is
a highly discrete Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP)
design problem. The NSGA-II and SMS-EMOA algorithms were evalu
ated in van der Blom et al. [12]. A tailored version of the SMS-EMOA
algorithm, which only generates designs that comply to the con
straints, was developed, configured, and assessed in van der Blom et al.
[11]. And finally, a gradient ascent search method was assessed as an
independent method and as a hybrid with SMS-EMOA in van der Blom
et al. [15]. This paper focuses on the hybridization of the EA with
simulations of co-evolutionary design processes, the reader interested in
the efficiency of the EA is therefore referred to the works mentioned in
this paragraph.
Based on the previously mentioned research, developments, and
comparisons [11,15] the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm has been
selected to be employed for this work because it was shown to perform
the best among the considered algorithms. Note that the method of
choice is here selected based on median attainment curves [39], which
resemble the likeliness that high-quality designs can be found by a
method, and thus not necessarily the method that (by chance) found the
best solution. The SMS-EMOA algorithm is not discussed in further detail
here, and for detailed information the reader is referred to [34]. The
SMS-EMOA algorithm has been tailored to the supercube representation,
which means its initialization and mutation operators have been
developed such that they only generate solutions that comply to the
constraints. For more detailed information on these tailored operators
the reader is referred to [11].

Fig. 1. Representations for building spatial designs: (a) the “supercube” rep
resentation; (b) the “movable-sizeable” representation.

expressed in any desired representation regardless of which represen
tation was used to define it initially. For a detailed explanation of the
building spatial design representations and the conversion between
them the reader is referred to [20].
3.1.2. Evaluation of disciplines and objectives
Inherent to optimization is the evaluation of the objectives. A
building spatial design can only be used to evaluate objectives related to
the design itself, e.g. the floor area, volume, or external surface area.
Objectives related to other disciplines like financial cost, environmental
cost, thermal loss, or material usage cannot be extracted from a building
spatial design alone. Therefore, in the toolbox, so-called design gram
mars have been developed that generate discipline-specific models
automatically by using design rules that operate on (a part of) a building
spatial design. The generated models can then be used to assess objec
tives for specific disciplines. Two design grammars have been devel
oped: the structural design grammar which automatically generates a
structural Finite Element Method (FEM) model; and the building physics
design grammar, which automatically generates a thermal resistorcapacitor network (RC-network). The design grammars can automati
cally generate a structural and building physics design, which is also
valuable for other aspects of building design processes [21]. The struc
tural FEM-model can be used to compute strain energy, stresses, and
displacements. The thermal RC-network model can be used to compute
the heating and cooling energy that is required to keep a building within
a comfortable temperature range. For more information regarding the
implementations of the design grammars, the structural FEM model, and
the thermal RC-network model the reader is referred to [20].

3.3. Simulations of co-evolutionary design processes
Simulations of co-evolutionary design processes (SCDP) are inspired
by the work presented in Maher and Tang [58], in which a model for
design processes is developed that takes into account co-evolutionary
design principles. Co-evolution addresses the inter-dependencies that
exist between the problem and a design search space. For example, in
the process of designing a structural design for a building, the structural
design can be optimized, but as a result it may be impossible for the
building spatial design to be realized using the optimized structural
design. To simulate the co-evolutionary design processes involved in
building spatial and structural design an SCDP-method has been
developed in Hofmeyer and Davila Delgado [46], which was shown to
be effective for optimization purposes. At the top of Fig. 2 a schematic
illustration of the SCDP method is given. It is started with a building
spatial design (A) for which then a discipline model (e.g. a structural
FEM model) is created (B). The discipline model is then optimized (C), e.
g. using structural topology optimization [8] or by removing lowstressed structural elements. Accordingly, a new building spatial
design is created using the optimized discipline model as a starting point
(D), e.g. no spaces are placed where structural elements are less useful.
Finally, because the initial building spatial design was created with
certain design requirements (e.g. a number of spaces or volume), the
new building spatial design is modified such that these design re
quirements are met. At the bottom of Fig. 2 an example of two consec
utive SCDP loops has been illustrated for spatial-structural design of a
building.

3.1.3. Constraints
To focus on feasible and functional building spatial designs, con
straints can be introduced to a representation. As such, the number of
spaces and the total floor area in the building can be constrained to a
constant value. These constraints resemble requirements that may
typically be given in a design brief to ensure the functionality of the
design. Besides that: Spaces are not allowed to overlap, which is phys
ically not feasible; Spaces should be cuboid, otherwise they are not
compatible with the building spatial design representations; and the
dimensions of spaces are constrained to an upper and lower bound to
ensure they are practical. Moreover, as a practical approach to ensure
buildings are connected to the ground, and to avoid floating spaces, all
spaces must be connected to at least one other space if not on the ground,
and no overhangs are allowed. Detailed information on the formulation
and the implementation of constraints on the supercube representation
is given in van der Blom et al. [13]. For designs in the movable-sizable
representation such checks are not needed (although possible) because
constraint violating designs are avoided in the simulations of coevolutionary design principles.

3.3.1. Simulation approaches
Here, two approaches to SCDP are introduced, which are based on
the research presented in Hofmeyer and Davila Delgado [46]; Boonstra
et al. [19]; Snel [71]. The first approach, here termed “SCDP with per
formance clusters”, uses a clustering algorithm to cluster spaces based on
their performance, which is based on the work presented by Hofmeyer
and Davila Delgado [46]. The second method, here termed “SCDP with
boundary spaces”, groups the spaces that are located at the boundary of
4
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divided by the space’s floor area. Once ft, s has been obtained for each
space and each objective, it is normalized following Eq. (3). Values for at,
s and bt, s for structural performance (t = SD) are: aSD, s = maxs(fSD, s) and
bSD, s = mins(fSD, s); whereas for thermal performance (t = BP) they are:
aBP, s = mins(fBP, s) and bBP, s = maxs(fBP, s). The function for v in Eq. (3) is
given in Eq. (4), which switches to a linear scaling for thermal perfor
mance (t = BP) and to a log-linear scaling for structural performance (t
= SD). In Eq. (4), c is a constant that increases the resolution of values
around zero, although in this work no negative or values close to zero
were normalized a value of c = 150 is used. Here, the definition of a poor
performing space is that space for which its normalized performance lies
closest (in Euclidean space) to the dystopian point ((1, 1) in case of two
normalized objectives), and similarly a well-performing space relates to
the utopian point ((0, 0) in case of two normalized objectives). Note that
in this way, a space with a high heating and/or a high cooling demand is
labeled as poor performing with regards to thermal design. Whereas a
space with a low amount of strain energy is labeled as poor performing
with regards to structural design, which may be perceived as counterintuitive because the objective is to minimize strain energy. However,
this notion has been observed to work well in Snel [71] and it can be
supported from the point of view of proportional topology optimization
[10], where a structural topology is optimized by explicitly adding
material at places where it is needed most (i.e. locations that deteriorate
the objective) and removing material where it is not needed (i.e. loca
tions that do not contribute to the objective). From that perspective, if a
space associated with low strain energy is removed, this can be inter
preted such that the structural material that realizes the space is not in
the optimal location with respect to minimizing the structural objective.
( )
( )
̂f t,s = vt ( bt,s ) − vt ( at,s)
(3)
vt bt,s − vt ft,s
{
vt (u) =

Fig. 2. Schematic loop and example of a simulation of a co-evolutionary
design process.

u
sgn(u)⋅log(1 + u⋅10c )

t = BP
t = SD

(4)

Step 3a. (SCDP with performance clusters). Spaces are clustered by
their normalized performance, and accordingly the spaces in one or
more clusters are removed from the building spatial design. Here clus
tering is performed using the k-means algorithm [57], which groups the
spaces into k clusters. To reduce the sensitivity to stochastic initializa
tion, the algorithm is run l times per cluster size k, after which the best
clustering is chosen based on the lowest sum of cluster variances, where
a cluster’s variance is the averaged sum of squared distances between
each data point and the mean of the cluster. Moreover, because a priori
(and without supervision) it is not known which cluster size is suitable
for the problem, a range of cluster sizes [kmin, kmax] is defined. To select a
suitable cluster size k the method presented by Krzanowski and Lai [53]
is used. When a suitable clustering of the spaces has been computed, the
spaces in the cluster with a mean that lies closest to the dystopian point
(i.e. (1, 1)) are removed. It is then checked if at least 15% of the spaces
has been removed from the building spatial design. If this is not the case,
all spaces in the next cluster for which the mean lies closest to the
dystopian point are removed. This is repeated until at least 15% of the
spaces has been removed and this ensures that the design is significantly
modified.
Step 3b. (SCDP with boundary spaces). A group of spaces that is
located at the boundary of a building spatial design is removed from the
building spatial design. For this, six selections Sp (where p ∈ 1, 2, …, 6)
of spaces that are located at the boundary of a building spatial design are
̂ −
made, one for each orthogonal direction np ∈ { + ̂i, − ̂i, + ̂j, − ̂j, + k,

the building spatial design for each orthogonal direction, which is based
on the work presented by Snel [71]. Both approaches are introduced
here, because each was found to work better for particular initial designs
and objectives. For each of the two simulation approaches, a number of
clusters/groups is selected based on (poor) performance, and all spaces
within the selection are then removed. Accordingly, the total floor area
and the number of spaces of the original building spatial design are
recovered by scaling the dimensions and by splitting the remaining
spaces of the newly created building spatial design. Note that this way,
the SCDP method modifies a building spatial design such that the con
straints (see also Section 3.1.3) remain satisfied. The SCDP method as
explained in Fig. 2, is detailed here in the four steps below. Note that the
third step is specified twice: once for “SCDP with performance clusters”
(step 3a), and once for “SCDP with boundary spaces” (step 3b). Also note
that the code used for both SCDP approaches has been made available in
the open-source software repository of the toolbox Boonstra and Hof
meyer [22].
Step 1. Discipline-specific designs are generated for a given building
spatial design. To that end, the design grammars are employed to
generate a structural FEM model and a thermal RC-network model for
the building spatial design, see also Appendix A.
Step 2. The FEM and thermal RC-network models analyzed in step 1
yielded the objective values for the whole building spatial design. For
each space s in the building spatial design and for each objective t a
performance value ft, s is computed. For the heating and cooling objec
tive (t = BP) this performance value is the cumulative of the heating and
cooling energy that has been simulated by the RC-network model for
that space divided by the space’s floor area. For the strain energy
objective (t = SD), it is computed as the sum of strain energy over all
elements that are coincident with that space (including its surfaces)

̂
k}, where ̂i, ̂j, and ̂
k are the unit vectors in x-, y-, and z-direction
respectively. For each direction a selection is made as follows, see also
Fig. 3. First the extreme coordinate cp, extr in the corresponding direction
is searched. Second, among the spaces that contain cp, extr, the maximum
dimension dp, max is searched. Third, a so-called selection plane is
defined by a normal, i.e. the direction np, and the point P0, p, which is
5
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3.4. Hybridization
A comprehensive taxonomy of hybridization schemes is presented by
Talbi [75]. From this taxonomy, two promising hybridization schemes
are selected: the high-level relay hybrid and the high-level teamwork
hybrid. Where in a high-level hybridization scheme, each used method is
self-contained, and in a low-level hybridization scheme each method is
integrated with the other method(s). Although the low-level scheme is
interesting, the integration between the methods brings along several
considerations, for instance how to deal with a changing design search
space while the EA is running. Therefore, because this work entails an
initial study, only the high-level scheme will be investigated for the
hybridization of the EA and SCDP. A relay hybrid employs each method
in sequence, whereas a teamwork hybrid employs each method in par
allel. Because there is no prior indication that the two methods would
benefit from the relay scheme or from the teamwork scheme, both hy
bridization schemes are used here.

Fig. 3. Selection of spaces into façade groups and cut-off of such a group.

defined by the position vector p0, p = [0 0 0]Τ + cp, extr ⋅ ∣ np ∣ − dp, max ⋅
ni. Finally, the selection of spaces in direction ni includes all spaces of
which each point Pq (defined by position vector pq) inside or on the
space’s boundary satisfies the following condition: np ⋅ (pq − p0, p) ≥ 0;
in other words, each space that is completely on the side of the selection
plane (the side in the direction of its normal). A selection Sp is dis
regarded if it includes all the spaces within a building spatial design.
Then, for those selections that remain, an average performance μ̂ is

3.4.1. Relay hybridization
The relay hybridization is illustrated in Fig. 4. The scheme consists of
iterations in which the EA and the SCDP methods are run consecutively.
Apart from the settings required for each individual method, the relay
scheme requires the definition of an initial supercube, a budget for the
total number of design evaluations ntot, a budget for the number of
exploratory evaluations nexpl, an evaluation budget for each exploratory
EA nEA, and a number of simulation loops for each SCDP run nSCDP. An
iteration starts with ten runs of the EA, after which three designs are
selected from the resulting overall Pareto front approximation: the
design with the best structural performance (SD); the kneepoint design
(KP); and the design with the best thermal performance (BP). These are
selected by first normalizing the PFA following Eqs. (3) and (4),
accordingly the selection consists of those designs that have their
normalized performance closest to the following points: SD, (0, 1); KP,
(0, 0); and BP, (1, 0). Thereafter, the SCDP method is applied with nSCDP,
set different settings, and each simulation is run for a total of nSCDP, loop

f i,s

calculated by averaging the performance of each space in the selection
over the number of spaces in the selection, see Eq. (5), where nS, p is the
number of spaces in selection Sp. Accordingly, the selection plane that
was used to make the selection with the average performance that lies
closest to the dystopian point (i.e. (1, 1)) is used to cut-off that part of the
building. This is achieved by first removing those spaces from the
building spatial design that are included in the corresponding selection.
Following that, the spaces that intersect the selection plane have their
dimensions and coordinates (if affected) reduced such that the space is
cut-off at the selection plane, see Fig. 3. It is then checked if any of the
cut spaces violate the lower bounds of a constraint on the dimensions of
a space. If this is the case, the building spatial design is extruded at the
cut-off plane in the direction of its normal until it satisfies all constraints.
nS,p
∑
̂f i,s

μ̂ =
f i,s

s∈Sp

nS,p

(5)

Step 4. The floor area and the number of spaces in the modified
building spatial design are restored to their initial values. First, the floor
area is scaled by multiplying the x- and y- coordinates of each space by a
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
factor of A0 /Amod , where A0 is the initial floor area and Amod is the floor
area of the modified building spatial design. After scaling, the co
ordinates of spaces are rounded to the nearest whole millimeter to
prevent small overlaps and gaps between spaces due to numerical errors.
Second, until the initial number of spaces has been obtained, a space is
selected from the building spatial design to be split into two new spaces.
A space is selected for splitting if its largest dimension is also the largest
among all space dimensions in the building spatial design. However, to
prevent a constraint violation, splitting is not performed if the selected
dimension is less than twice the lower bound of the constraint on that
dimension. In such cases the next space that matches the criteria is
selected for splitting. If a space can be split, it will be split across its
center with a cutting plane perpendicular to the direction of the
dimension through which the space was selected. Finally, each coordi
nate value in the building spatial design is rounded to the nearest
multiple of 100 mm, this prevents disproportional geometric ratios in
the models generated by the design grammars, which may cause
numeric errors. For instance a structural flat shell element of 1 mm wide
and 3000 mm high would result in a ratio of 1:3000, which is highly
unlikely to yield accurate results.

Fig. 4. Flow chart of the relay hybridization.
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loops, which yields a total of nSCDP, eval = nSCDP, set ⋅ (nSCDP, loop) evalu
ations performed by SCDP per iteration. Here, an iteration starts with
the EA and not with the SCDP methods, because that would require the
definition of initial designs. A definition of initial designs is avoided to
prevent a bias that may be introduced by the input, for instance: the
initial design may be chosen such that it is already an optimum, or, the
initial design may be deliberately be chosen such that it performs bad to
avoid it from being an optimum. From all designs that are found by the
SCDP methods, the non-dominated points are selected (i.e. the PFA),
normalized, and consequently the kneepoint design is selected in the
same approach as described for the PFA of the EA. The kneepoint design
is then used to define a new supercube as follows. The kneepoint design
is converted from the movable and sizable representation to the super
cube representation (for representations see Section 3.1.1), which yields
a new supercube. Then, to ensure the supercube is not too small or too
large to be navigated by the EA, its size is modified using the factor ηsc,
which is given by Eq. (6), where ncell, init is the number of cells in the
initial supercube and ncell, kp is the number of cells in the supercube
obtained from the kneepoint design that is obtained by the SCDP
methods. The number of grids in each direction p ∈ {x, y, z} (width,
depth, and height) is modified following Eq. (7), where ngrid, upd, p is the
updated number of grids in direction p and ngrid, kp, p is the number of
grids of the supercube in direction p obtained from the kneepoint design.
A supercube is scaled in this way to ensure that the ratio between the
number of cell grids in each direction stays more or less the same. This
way if a well-performing design solution is tall and narrow then it is
reasoned here that an appropriate supercube for that design is also tall
and narrow. Note that in this way, the amount of cells that can be
defined by a supercube is limited to an upper bound, which is defined
implicitly by the initial definition of a supercube. After the supercube
has been updated, the iteration is finished, a new iteration is only started
if the number of elapsed evaluations nev is smaller than nexpl. If no new
iteration is started, the EA is employed for ten more runs, each with an
evaluation budget of ntot − nev.

ηsc =

ncell,init
ncell,kp
{

ngrid,upd,p =

(6)

ηsc ⋅ngrid,kp,p if ηsc ⋅ngrid,kp,p > 1
1

otherwise

(7)

3.4.2. Teamwork hybridization
The teamwork hybridization is illustrated in Fig. 5. Many of the
processes are the same as these used in the relay hybridization and are
therefore not explained here again. The teamwork hybridization re
quires the same parameters to be defined: an initial supercube, ntot, nEA,
nSCDP, set, and nSCDP, loop. Each iteration is started by simultaneously
running the EA and the SCDP methods, after which the resulting Pareto
front approximations are merged, i.e. the non-dominated solutions are
selected from the combined solutions of both the EA and the SCDP
methods. In order to avoid the definition of initial design(s) for the SCDP
methods, the first iteration excludes the SCDP methods. Accordingly, the
best structural design (SD), the kneepoint design (KP), and the best
thermal design (BP) are selected, which serve as input for the SCDP
methods in the next iteration. Then, based on the kneepoint design a
new supercube is defined, which serves as input for the EA in the next
iteration. The iteration is then finished, and a new iteration is only
started if the number of elapsed evaluations nev is smaller than nexpl. If no
new iteration is started, the EA is employed for ten more runs, each with
an evaluation budget of ntot − nev.

Fig. 5. Flow chart of the teamwork hybridization.

4. Case study
4.1. Design problem
4.1.1. Objectives
Two objectives are defined: a minimal total sum of strain energy [N
mm] analyzed by the FEM model, and a minimal total amount of heating
and cooling energy [kWh] simulated by the RC-network model. The sum
of strain energy is calculated over each element and each load case in the
FEM model. Minimizing strain energy relates to minimizing flexibility or
maximizing stiffness, and it is a common objective for structural topol
ogy optimization. The total amount of heating and cooling energy in a
building during the period that is simulated by the RC-network model is
calculated as the cumulative energy spent on keeping the temperature of
each space between a lower and an upper bound.
4.1.2. Constraints
The constraints regarding the number of spaces and the floor area
(see also Section 3.1.3) are as follows: the total number of spaces is
exactly 50, and the total amount of floor area is exactly 750 m2. More
over, the dimensions of each space are constrained: in z-direction to a
7
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value within a range of 3 m to 20 m, and in both the x- and y-directions
to values within a range of 0.5 m to 20 m.
4.2. Settings
4.2.1. Design grammars
The settings for the design grammars and the evaluation of the
discipline-specific models that will be used in this work (see also Section
3.1.2) are adopted from [15], however for completeness, a description of
these settings and the ensuing models is given in Appendix A. The
structural design grammar generates a structural FEM model for a
building spatial design by using the settings in Appendix A.1, which also
describes the resulting structural FEM model. Similarly, the building
physics grammar generates a thermal RC-network model by using the
settings in Appendix A.2.
It should be noted that these settings generate only a single structural
FEM and a single RC-network model for a building spatial design.
Moreover, the models are generated based on conceptual building
spatial designs, and based on assumptions regarding late-stage design
decisions. Therefore, the evaluations found by these models cannot be
considered quantitative, however, they can be used for the qualitative
comparison of the structural and thermal behavior between building
spatial designs. Such a qualitative comparison will become more reliable
if they are based on the evaluation of multiple different variants
generated by different design grammars, but this will come at the cost of
computation time. Additionally, in previous studies [14,19,46,71] it has
been observed that evaluations based on one variant do lead to im
provements in the building spatial design that can also be explained
from an engineering point of view. For instance, for structural design,
low-rise building spatial designs without long spans were generally
found to be optimal, and for thermal building physics, a square floor
plan was found to be optimal (which is the case for orthogonal building
spatial designs).

Fig. 6. Designs that serve as an initial design for SCDP.

points. For each design and each SCDP method, ten loops are simulated.
Moreover, for each design and each SCDP method, three separate runs
are performed: (i) evaluating only the structural (SD) objective in step 2;
(ii) evaluating only the thermal (BP) objective in step 2; and (iii) eval
uating both the structural (SD) and the thermal (BP) objective at the
same time in step 2. With three different designs, three different eval
uation methods, and two different SCDP approaches, these settings
define 3 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 2 = 18 simulations of a design process. Each simulation
consists out of ten loops, and thus—including the evaluation of the final
design—each simulation uses (10 + 1) design evaluations (i.e. one FEM
analysis and one RC-network simulation). Therefore, in the case study
SCDP uses a total of (10 + 1) ⋅ 18 = 198 design evaluations overall.
Finally, for clustering in step 3a, the following range of possible cluster
sizes is used kmin = 2 and kmax = 10, and for each cluster size k the kmeans algorithm is run l = 50 times to reduce a possible sensitivity to the
stochastic initialization of a clustering. The settings above have also
been summarized in Table 1.

4.2.2. Evolutionary algorithm settings
For the case study, a supercube with a grid size of 6 × 6 × 6 cells (i.e.
216 cells) for 50 spaces has been used. As such, a solution is represented
by 63 ⋅ 50 = 10800 binary design variables (i.e. bitmasks of spaces) and
3 ⋅ 6 = 18 continuous variables (i.e. grid dimensions). The evaluation
budget of the algorithm is set to 5000 evaluations, of which the first 6
solutions are the initial population. Other settings for the algorithm are
adopted from [11], and are here given in Appendix B. With these set
tings, the algorithm is run ten times, which is to avoid a large de
pendency on the stochastic initialization and modification of solutions.
It should be noted that, prior to the work presented in this paper, the
tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm was not applied to problems exceeding a
supercube containing 100 cells and 5 spaces. Moreover, this work uses
for the first time a floor area constraint with the SMS-EMOA algorithm,
which replaces the volume constraint that is used in previous works.
This floor area constraint is implemented in a similar way as the volume
constraint in [11], but with a higher accuracy A detailed explanation of
the floor area constraint is given in Appendix B. Considering that the
adopted configuration for the method [11] has been configured for a
smaller supercube size in combination with a volume constraint, there
may exist a configuration for the method that is more suitable to the
problem presented in this paper. However, this is not further investi
gated here.

4.2.4. Hybridization settings
The settings of the EA and SCDP that overlap with the hybrid method
are the same as specified in Section 4.2.2 and Section 4.2.3 respectively.
The remaining settings of the hybrid method are the same for both
schemes, and are as follows: the initial supercube is set to a supercube of
Table 1
Settings used for SCDP.

4.2.3. Simulations of co-evolutionary design processes settings
Both SCDP with performance clusters and SCDP with boundary
spaces are applied to three predefined building spatial designs, which
are given in Fig. 6. Design 1 is a ten storey tower with five spaces on each
floor; Design 2 is a five storey apartment building with ten spaces on
each floor; and Design 3 is a one storey building with 50 spaces. These
designs are selected/designed because of their different characteristics,
as such the different SCDP approaches are validated for different starting

Setting

Value(s)

Initial design
Evaluation*
SCDP approach
Number of loops
Min. clusters kmin
Max. clusters kmax
K-means runs l

{Design 1, Design 2, Design 3}
{SD, BP, SD & BP}
{performance clusters, boundary spaces}
10
2
10
50

*
The objective value(s) that are used to evaluate a space, see also step 2 in
Section 3.3.1.
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6 × 6 × 6; the total evaluation budget is set to ntot = 5000; the explor
atory evaluation budget is set to nexpl = 1200; the evaluation budget of
each exploratory EA is set to nEA = 500; the number of simulation loops
for SCDP is set to nSCDP, loops = 10; and, the number of settings for SCDP is
set to nSCDP, set = 18, which follows from the settings used for the SCDP
method in Section 4.2.3. Note that nexpl is chosen such that at least two
full iterations of both hybrid methods are completed. The settings
described above have also been summarized in Table 2.

scale, following Eqs. (3) and (6) in Section 3.3. This way, the normali
zation will project a solution that performs well for the thermal objective
but poorly for the structural objective closer to the origin, which is
appropriate because the order of magnitude between the objectives
differ. These visualizations are given for both the PFA after 500 evalu
ations (top right) and the PFA after 5000 evaluations (bottom right).
From the plot, on the left of Fig. 7, it can be observed that early found
solutions (light grey dots) are located relatively close to the Pareto front
approximation (blue triangles). This is underlined by also plotting the
PFA (red circles) that is found if each run would be finished after only
the first 10% (i.e. 500) of evaluations are completed. The chosen eval
uation budget of 5000 evaluations thus appears to be sufficient to let the
PFA converge.
When studying the visualized solutions on the right of Fig. 7, it can be
noticed that each design is represented by activating almost all of the
cells within the used supercube. As a consequence, each of the visualized
designs is a six storey building spatial design and—for example—no two
storey building spatial designs are found, even though such designs are
possible with the used supercube and they are known to perform better
than the tall building spatial designs that were found for the used
structural objective. This suggests that the choice of supercube is not
only relevant for the designs that are excluded by definition, but it is also
relevant for the likeliness that certain designs are not found, e.g. a two
storey building spatial design. This is likely to be caused by the used
initialization and mutation operators of the tailored SMS-EMOA algo
rithm, because a design is initialized by ‘filling up’ a supercube with
spaces that consist of an arbitrary amount of supercube cells, thereby
checking if enough cells remain to realize all the required spaces of a
design. If a relatively high amount of spaces should be realized with a
relatively low amount of supercube cells, consequently (almost) all cells
will be used to realize an initial building spatial design. Additionally, the
mutation operators search for new designs by expanding and contracting
spaces. However, spaces that consist of one supercube cell may not be
contracted, whereas this may be necessary in order to expand a neigh
boring space. A set of interlocking spaces may then make it difficult to
find new designs. Although these phenomena have been taken into ac
count in the development of the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm and it
has been observed to efficiently explore a small supercube [11], it ap
pears that the tailored operators cannot effectively explore a design
search space that is defined by larger supercubes. Nevertheless, it should
also be noted that without the tailored operators, especially in large
supercubes, stochastic initialization and mutation operators are not
likely to find feasible solutions at all, which has been the motivation to
develop the tailored operators in the first place.
Another observation made from the visualizations of the Pareto front
approximation at 5000 evaluations, Fig. 7, is that spaces that consist of
more than one cell in z-direction (height) are generally narrow. For the
thermal objective, tall spaces have a relatively large volume per floor
area, which consequently leads to a relatively high heating and cooling
demand per floor area. Because the total floor area of a building spatial
design is constrained, a tall space contributes more to the degradation of
the thermal objective compared to a space that is not tall. This is also
observed in the visualized designs, where the structurally optimal (SD)
design has a more evenly distributed grid compared to the narrow grids
in the kneepoint design (KP) and the thermally optimal design (BP). In
the case where a tall space exists in a building spatial design it is
beneficial for the thermal objective that that space is narrow. Although
an absence of tall spaces would improve it even more, such an absence
has not been observed. This could originate from the limited exploration
capability of the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm, as has been discussed in
the preceding paragraph.

5. Results
The results found by each method for the case study (see also Section
4) are presented in this section. Moreover, this section is concluded with
a comparison of the found results (Section 5.4).
5.1. Evolutionary algorithm results
Fig. 7 shows a graph with the results of all the solutions that are
considered over all 10 runs of the evolutionary algorithm together. In
the graph, each dot represents the performance of a solution, and the
gradient of a dot corresponds to the ordinal number of the evaluation of
a solution within a run, which gives insight into the birth time of solu
tions, i.e. the amount of evolutionary operations that have been per
formed on the population before a solution was found. Moreover, the
blue triangles are the solutions—over all 10 runs—that are nondominated (i.e. the Pareto front approximation) after all 5000 evalua
tions have been completed, whereas the red circles are the sol
utions—over all 10 runs—that are non-dominated after only the first
500 evaluations have been completed. Note that, here the best solutions
out of all 10 runs are selected for the PFAs, and there is no confidence
that a similar performance can be found again from a single run of the
EA. Therefore it may be more appropriate to compute the median
attainment curve [39] over all 10 runs, which does provide confidence
of what a single run of the EA is likely to achieve. Nevertheless, in this
paper the EA is used in a competitive setting and the best out of all 10
runs is deemed appropriate. Finally, it should be noted that, to better
visualize the results, solutions with a performance outside the 95th
percentile are not plotted in the graph.
On the right of Fig. 7, solutions that correspond to specific points on
the PFAs have been visualized. Within each PFA, these points are: the
solution with the least amount of strain energy (structural design, “SD”);
a trade-off between the two objectives (knee-point “KP”); and, the so
lution that requires the least amount of energy to retain a comfortable
temperature (building physics “BP”). Here, the knee-point has been
selected as the solution for which its normalized performance is the
closest to the origin (0, 0) when each objective value is normalized to a
[0, 1] interval between the minimum and maximum found values
(among the PFA solutions) for the corresponding objective. Addition
ally, it should be noted that strain energy is normalized on a logarithmic
scale, whereas the heating and cooling energy is normalized on a linear
Table 2
Settings used for both the relay and teamwork hy
bridization schemes.
Setting

Value(s)

Initial supercube
ntot
nexpl
nEA
nSCDP, set
nSCDP, loop

6×6×6
5000
1200
500
18 *
10

*

The number of different SCDP settings follows from
the number of designs (KP, SD, and BP), the number of
SCDP approaches used (performance clusters and
boundary spaces, and the number of evaluations ap
proaches (SD, BP, SD & BP): 3 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 3 = 18.

5.2. Simulations of co-evolutionary design processes results
The results of the SCDP method are given in Fig. 8. On the left of the
figure, each found solution is plotted in a graph per SCDP method and
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Fig. 7. Results of the evolutionary algorithm for the demonstrative example.

relatively short span. However, the floor plan is not square, which comes
at the cost of thermal performance.
Although SCDP with boundary spaces using an evaluation of only the
thermal objective has yielded the best result for both Design 1 and 2 as
initial design, it should be noted that the other settings for both SCDP
methods have yielded designs with similar performance. Moreover, it
can be observed that along the design path of any of the 18 SCDP runs,
the last design is not always the best design. In fact, after reaching an
improved design, the SCDP method may degrade the performance,
which mostly appears to be the case when the structural (SD) objective is
considered.

per design. In each graph, the performance of the initial design is plotted
with a large black dot. The performance of the designs that follow from
evaluating only the thermal (BP) objective is plotted with red circles,
and the order in which the SCDP method found these designs is indicated
with solid red lines. Similarly, the performance and the finding order of
designs that follow from evaluating only the structural (SD) objective is
plotted with blue squares and dashed blue lines. And, the performance
and the finding order of designs that follow from evaluating both the
thermal (BP) and structural (SD) objectives at the same time is plotted
with black diamonds and dotted black lines.
On the right of Fig. 8, the design paths of three SCDP runs are
visualized, where a design path is the collection of designs that were
found by an SCDP method in the order in which they were found. For
Designs 1 and 2, the design path that yielded the kneepoint has been
visualized, which for both designs is the design path obtained from SCDP
with boundary spaces evaluating only the thermal (BP) objective. For
Design 3, no significant improvement could be made to the initial
design, therefore an arbitrarily selected design path is visualized,
namely that of SCDP with performance clusters evaluating both the
structural (SD) and thermal (BP) objectives at the same time. Moreover,
for clarity, the performance of the final design of the design path that has
been visualized for each design is indicated with a yellow star in the plot
that corresponds to the used SCDP method.
The graphs on the left of Fig. 8 indicate that both methods find
improved solutions for both Design 1 and 2. However, for Design 3 no
improved solutions are found, even though an improvement is possible
since the SCDP runs on Designs 1 and 2 yield designs with better per
formance, all of which are two storey buildings. In order for Design 3 to
be improved it should thus become a two storey building. However, this
cannot be achieved when using the used SCDP method and the dimen
sion in z-direction (height) of each space is less than 6000 mm (splitting
such spaces would lead to constraint violations), hence Design 3 is a
local optimum. Considering that only the shape ratio of the floor plan
and the spaces can be changed using the SCDP methods, it can be
concluded that Design 3 initially starts with a (locally) optimal layout. A
nearly square floor plan reduces the surface area of the external area,
minimizing heat losses and gains. Relatively short spans in one direction
ensure minimal strain energy. These characteristics can also be observed
in the visualized design paths of Designs 1 and 2. SCDP on Design 1
yields the design with the best thermal performance over all SCDP runs,
which is square, however, also the shape ratios of its spaces are square.
SCDP on Design 2, on the other hand, yields the design with the best
structural performance over all SCDP runs because its spaces have one

5.3. Hybridization results
The results of the relay hybrid are given in Fig. 9, and for the
teamwork hybrid in Fig. 10. In the graphs, the performance of each EA
solution is plotted with a black dot in the left graph, and the perfor
mance of each SCDP solution is plotted with a black diamond without a
fill in the right graph. PFA points are plotted with the following colored
shapes with a white fill: red circles, blue triangles, yellow diamonds, and
purple squares. Moreover, for comparison, the PFA of the results of the
EA in Section 5.1, Fig. 7 is plotted with solid grey triangles. For each
SCDP plot, the design path that has lead to the kneepoint design is
plotted with solid red lines. Note that for each graph the same ranges
and scales are used for the axes, and that the strain energy is plotted on a
logarithmic scale. Finally, the visualizations of the designs that are
selected by each hybrid method are given besides the plots: in Fig. 9, in
the middle the best structural (SD), kneepoint (KP), and the best thermal
design (BP) from the PFA of the EA are visualized and on the right the
kneepoint (KP) design from the PFA of SCDP is visualized; in Fig. 10, in
the middle the best structural (SD), kneepoint (KP), and the best thermal
design (BP) from the merged PFA of both the EA and SCDP are
visualized.
The characteristic narrow spaces that can be observed in the designs
found in the EA demonstration in Section 5.1, Fig. 7, can also be
observed in the designs found by the EA runs of the hybrid methods.
Even with the one storey building spatial designs in the final iteration of
the teamwork hybrid, in Fig. 10, narrow spaces can be observed. This is
likely caused by the empty cells in the proximity of these narrow spaces,
which cause a recess in the façade. This recess increases the surface area,
and as a result degenerates the thermal objective. In order to minimize
the effect of this recess, its depth is minimized, which is achieved by the
EA by minimizing the cell grid dimensions. As a consequence, the cells
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Fig. 8. Results of the SCDP runs.

that are activated within these minimized cell grids also become narrow,
and as such it leads to narrow spaces. The narrow spaces in a one storey
building spatial design may very well benefit the strain energy objective
as well because a narrow space has a short span. Nevertheless, the EA’s
ability to resolve the relatively inefficient narrow spaces that cover
multiple storeys could still be improved.
Furthermore, when comparing the relay hybridization with the
teamwork hybridization with respect to the performance of solutions,
both methods find PFAs that are close to each other. Although, small
differences can be seen, the relay hybridization performs better in the
structural objective, whereas the teamwork hybridization performs
better in the thermal objectives. The cause of this difference can be
explained from the fact that the relay hybridization finishes with a
supercube of one cell in height, forcing all designs to be a one storey
building spatial design, which is beneficial for the structural objective.

On the other hand, the teamwork hybridization finishes with a super
cube of two cells in height, enabling two storey building spatial designs,
allowing the surface area of the roof and ground floor to be halved,
which reduces thermal losses and gains and it is thereby beneficial for
the thermal objective. However, this difference is likely to be coinci
dental and not a consequence of the used hybrid method, but rather a
consequence of the stochastic characteristic of the EA, as it leads to
different initial designs for the SCDP methods.
Finally, also the anytime performance is compared here, which is the
performance at any given moment during the runtime of an algorithm.
When comparing the anytime performance, the relay hybridization is
performing best, because the performances of the designs found by the
relay hybrid after 5198 evaluations are similar to the performances of
the designs found by the teamwork hybrid after 10,198 evaluations. This
is mainly because the initial designs for the first occurring SCDP run in
11
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Fig. 9. Results of the relay hybridization.

each method are retrieved from the first occurring exploratory EA, thus
in principle—for the first occurring SCDP run—both hybrids are iden
tical. Taking this into account, the relay hybridization is better and
should be preferred.

the PFA can converge, and it has been run ten times to reduce its
sensitivity to the stochastic initialization and mutation operators, thus in
total 50,000 evaluations have been performed. It should be noted that in
the context of this comparison it would be more appropriate to compare
the SCDP results to the median attainment curve [39], which is a mea
sure of the PFA that the EA is likely to achieve after 1 run. Because the
median attainment curve is not available here (see Section 5.1), the total
number of performed evaluations by the EA is not taken into consider
ation for this comparison. Nonetheless, over all SCDP runs, only 198
evaluations have been carried out, which lead to performances that
dominate the best PFA that has been found by the EA with a budget of
5000 evaluations. Even when a full convergence of the EA is not
required and the evaluation budget is set closer to that of SCDP (e.g.
500), SCDP still achieves better results.

5.4. Comparison
At the hand of the literature review and the results presented in
Sections 5.1 to 5.3, a comparison has been made. The comparison is
made based on three characteristics: required evaluation budget,
sensitivity to initial settings, and optimality.
5.4.1. Required evaluation budget
The EA has been employed with an evaluation budget of 5000 so that
12
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Fig. 10. Results of the teamwork hybridization.
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What should be noted on the conclusion drawn form the above ob
servations is that it depends on the definition of the supercube, for
instance it is unlikely that the same conclusion could have been drawn if
a supercube of two cells in height was used. Via hybridization, the
supercube can be adjusted and as such the EA may also find better PFAs.
This can be observed from the graphs in Figs. 9 and 10 in which a
comparison has been made with the EA results (grey solid triangles) as
found in Section 5.1, Fig. 7. When comparing the required evaluation
budget, it can be noticed that SCDP finds designs that dominate the
designs found by the EA already in the first iteration (after 698 evalu
ations) of the relay hybrid and in the second iteration (after 1198
evaluations) of the teamwork hybrid. The exploratory EA that follows
after the finding of these SCDP solutions yields PFAs that are similar to
or even better than the PFA found by the EA demonstration. This occurs
in the second iteration of the relay hybrid after 1198 evaluations and in
the third iteration of the teamwork hybrid after 1896 evaluations. The
hybrid methods can thus find designs with similar performance while
using fewer evaluations than the EA.
Similarly, the results of the hybrid methods after the final iterations
can be compared to the PFA of the EA (Section 5.1, Fig. 7). It is then
observed that the PFAs found by the hybrid methods dominate the PFA
found in the EA demonstration. Thus the hybrid methods are able to find
designs with better performance than the EA when given the same
amount of evaluations, thanks to SCDP.

5.4.3. Optimality
When comparing the visualized designs that were found by the EA in
Section 5.1, Fig. 7 to the visualized designs that have been found by the
SCDP methods for Designs 1 and 2 in Section 5.1, (Fig. 8), it is clear that
the SCDP methods have yielded the designs with the best performance.
However, no clear PFA can be observed from the SCDP performance
plots in Fig. 8, whereas a well-distributed PFA is obtained from the EA. A
well-distributed PFA can offer insight in the trade-off between the ob
jectives of designs that are similar to the found non-dominated points
and it can be used to study the characteristics of optimal solutions. A
single non dominated point or a discretely distributed PFA cannot be
used to gain such insights. The hybrid methods also yield a welldistributed PFA that can dominate/compete with the solutions found
by SCDP. This way, the hybrid methods can find well-distributed PFAs
thanks to the EA, and they can find high-quality solutions thanks to
SCDP.
6. Discussion
This paper presents three methods for early-stage building spatial
design optimization: (I) an evolutionary algorithm, (II) simulations of
co-evolutionary design processes, and (III) a hybridization of methods I
and II such that the new hybrid inherits their advantages and diminishes
their disadvantages. The methods have been applied in a case study, and
the results have been analyzed and compared. In this section, critical
remarks on the presented methods and work are given.
First, it should be noted that the structural objective is sensitive to
the loading that is applied to the structural finite element model by the
design grammar. As a consequence, if the ratios between the applied
loads change, then one load becomes more dominant and also the so
lution to the optimal structural design changes. Similarly, when the span
distances within a building spatial design are increased, vertical loading
becomes more dominant and wind loading less, and vice versa. Addi
tionally, for the structural system, generic material properties and di
mensions are used, modifying these will also affect the structural
objective. For these reasons it is important that the structural design
grammar is used with an a priori notion of the span distances, loads, and
structural systems, such that it can be used to qualitatively evaluate a
building spatial design, a more in-depth discussion on this topic can be
found in Boonstra et al. [21]. Note that similar dependencies may also
exist for other settings of either the structural design grammar or the
building physics grammar.
Second, as has been mentioned in Section 5.1 and 5.3, the used EA, i.
e. the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm [11], has (great) difficulty with
exploring parts of the design search space. It appears that the tailored
initialization and mutation operators introduce a bias towards designs
that occupy the full supercube. The results are therefore sensitive to the
definition of a supercube. Although the hybrid methods improve this
issue, it would be interesting to see the effect of hybridization when the
EA performs a better exploration of the design search space.
Third, in Section 3.4 only high-level hybridization is selected for the
presented work. In a high-level scheme each method is applied in a selfcontained approach, whereas in a low-level scheme each method is in
tegrated with the other method(s). The developed high-level methods
perform well in the case study (Section 5.3), and thus it would be
interesting to also investigate a low-level hybridization scheme. How
ever, a changing supercube size may make a low-level hybridization
challenging to implement, because employing an EA designed to work
with a superstructure with a changing search space is challenging in
itself.
Fourth, in the hybridization schemes presented in Section 3.4 some
sub-processes can be investigated in more detail: (a) the selection of
solutions from a Pareto front approximation can be substituted with
another selection method, e.g. hyper-volume subset selection; (b) the
definition of a new supercube is solely based on the knee-point, but it
can also be based on a set of solutions that perform well; (c) the initial

5.4.2. Sensitivity to initial settings
In the literature review, it is argued that a superstructure may
exclude designs from a design search space. This is also the case with the
supercube, since the EA could not have found a single storey building
spatial design with the used supercube (6 × 6 × 6 cells and 50 spaces).
However, as is observed in the results of the EA in Section 5.1, also the
explorability of the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm of a supercube should
be considered when determining the superstructure for an optimization
problem. This is because a two storey building has not been found by the
EA, even though it can be represented by the used supercube and from
the SCDP results in Section 5.2 it is known that two storey design can
improve the PFA found by the EA. From the hybrid results in Section 5.3
it can be observed from the visualizations in Figs. 9 and 10 that the EA
has also found one and two storey buildings. As such, the hybrid
methods are less sensitive to the initial definition of a supercube than the
EA alone.
Also SCDP is sensitive to initial settings, as it requires an initial
design, which also determines which designs are (im)-possible. Namely,
a one storey building (Design 3 in the demonstration, Section 5.2)
cannot lead to a multi-storey building with the used SCDP methods
when their height is less than 6 (twice the lower bound of the constraint
on the height of a space) because the SCDP methods do not scale a design
over the z-direction. And, if the initial design consists of spaces with
square floor plans, only spaces with a span ratio of 1 : 1 or 1 : 2 can be
reached (1 : 4 is not possible because a space will be split across the
largest dimension). Whereas an initial design with spaces that have a
span ratio of 3 : 5 have shown to lead to better structural designs (Sec
tion 5.2, Design 2). Moreover, also the settings and the type of the SCDP
method have an influence on the designs that are found. The sensitivities
of SCDP with respect to an initial design have also been studied in
conjunction with the hybrid methods. With the hybrid method, new
design solutions can theoretically gain storeys through the definition of
a new supercube, but the number of storeys was still observed to only
decrease in the hybrid method. Nevertheless, it has also been observed
that the sensitivity of SCDP solutions with respect the span ratios within
the initial designs has decreased. This can be explained at the hand of an
observed increase in the variation of span ratios within the initial de
signs for SCDP that are found by the EA. Altogether, it should be noted
that the sensitivity that is introduced by the use of SCDP can still be
improved with regards to increasing the number of storeys.
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improved designs.
Hybridization (method III) combines two or more optimization
methods into a new one, such that it inherits their advantages and di
minishes their disadvantages. Therefore, two hybridization schemes of
the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm and the SCDP methods have been
proposed and compared. From a case study it has been concluded that
both hybrid methods can: (1) find similar results as the evolutionary
algorithm using fewer design evaluations; (2) find better results than the
evolutionary algorithm using the same amount of design evaluations;
(3) find well-distributed Pareto front approximations; (4) limit the
design search space such that it includes optimal designs and can be
explored more effectively by the evolutionary algorithm. As such, the
advantages of both the SMS-EMOA algorithm and the SCDP methods are
inherited, and their disadvantages are diminished. It is thus concluded
that—for early-stage building spatial design optimization—the used
evolutionary algorithm and the methods that simulate co-evolutionary
design processes can successfully be hybridized. While both hybridiza
tion approaches had similar final PFAs, relay hybridization has better
anytime performance in the proposed setup and is therefore preferred.
Based on the remarks given in the discussion in Section 6, the
following recommendations for future work are made: (a) improve the
initialization and mutation operators of the tailored SMS-EMOA algo
rithm, such that it can explore all parts of the (limited) design search
space effectively; (b) investigate hybridization schemes that integrate
the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm and the SCDP methods with each
other, i.e. so-called low-level hybridization; (c) develop new subprocesses for the presented hybrids, e.g. algorithms to select solutions
from a Pareto front approximation, algorithms to define new supercubes
based on a set of solutions rather than just one, or include solutions
found by SCDP in the initial population of the tailored SMS-EMOA al
gorithm; (d) investigate the sensitivity of the hybrid methods to the
stochastic nature of the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm and if applicable
modify the presented hybridization schemes to reduce that sensitivity;
(e) allow building spatial design to have non-orthogonal shapes; (f)
include more disciplines, such as lighting.

population of each EA run is initialized with new designs, and it would
be interesting to investigate an initialization that includes SCDP designs
into the initial population of an EA. These studies have not been per
formed in the presented work as it entails an initial study, but they may
benefit the performance of the hybrid methods.
Fifth, the sensitivity of the parameters necessary for the hybrid
method should be investigated. EA and SCDP already require a signifi
cant amount of parameters to be defined and hybridization introduces
even more, which may make the configuration of parameters a difficult
task. A sensitivity study may offer insight, intuition, and/or recom
mendations for parameter settings.
Finally, each time the evolutionary algorithm is employed, it is run
ten times in order to reduce the sensitivity of the results to the stochastic
initialization and mutation operators. Although SCDP is deterministic,
the hybrid methods also have a stochastic characteristic because of the
use of an EA. It would thus be interesting to develop hybridization
schemes that take into account this character, for example by running
SCDP on the Pareto front approximation of each EA run, rather than the
combined Pareto front approximation over all ten runs.
7. Conclusion and outlook
In this paper three methods for early-stage building spatial design
optimization are described and demonstrated: (I) the tailored SMSEMOA algorithm [11], which is an evolutionary algorithm, (II) two
SCDP methods, which simulate co-evolutionary design processes, and
(III) a hybridization of methods I and II such that the new hybrid inherits
their advantages and diminishes their disadvantages.
The tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm (method I) can find welldistributed Pareto front approximations, which can be used to gain in
sights in the trade-offs between the objectives and to study the charac
teristics of optimal solutions. However, disadvantages of the employed
evolutionary algorithm are: (i) it requires a large amount of design
evaluations (and thus computation time); (ii) the size and complexity of
the design search space are limited (i.e. the collection of possible de
signs); and (iii) it has (great) difficulty exploring all parts of the (already
limited) design search space.
Simulations of co-evolutionary design processes (method II) are
inspired by design practice in which building engineers apply their
creativity, experience, and knowledge in order to find well-performing
designs in a large design search space. SCDP methods have been
shown to find well-performing solutions with only a small amount of
design evaluations from an unrestricted design search space. However,
disadvantages of the SCDP methods are: (i) they typically find discretely
distributed Pareto front approximations; (ii) they are sensitive to their
initial settings; and (iii) they do not give a confidence of convergence, i.
e. different settings may yield different results and newly found designs
may perform worse than their predecessors but they may still lead to
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Appendix A. Design grammars
This appendix gives a short description of the discipline models that are generated by the so-called design grammars, which are used to evaluate
structural and thermal objectives for a given building spatial design. Moreover, the properties of the components with which the models are generated
are given (e.g. materials and dimensions), the used solving methods are described, and it is explained how the objectives are computed. However, this
section only gives a brief overview, and for a more detailed description of the design grammars, the structural FEM model, and the thermal RCnetwork, the reader is referred to [20].
A.1. Structural FEM model
For the work in this paper, the structural design grammar has been configured such that it places flat shell components on the boundaries of spaces
(walls and floors), thereby ensuring the resulting structural FE model is conformal (i.e. no T-joints between flat shells exist). These flat shell com
ponents are given the following properties: thickness t = 150mm; Young’s modulus E = 30 000 N mm− 2; and, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. Four wind load
cases are defined, one in each azimuthal direction (±x and ±y), each flat shell that is located at the boundary of the building spatial design, i.e. is
external, is assigned a wind load based on the direction of the wind load case and the direction of the flat shell’s normal: 1.0 kN m− 2 for pressure loads;
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0.8 kN m− 2 for suction; and 0.4 kN m− 2 for shear loads. Moreover, flat shells with vertically oriented normals are assigned a life load in − z-direction,
the magnitude of which is 5.0 kN m− 2 for flat shells that are located at the bottom of a space (floor load) and 1.0 kN m− 2 if no space exists above such a
flat shell (roof load). The structural model is constrained in its movement in x-, y-, and z-directions at the space edges that are oriented horizontally and
that are located at a z-coordinate at or below zero (i.e. z ≤ 0). Each flat shell component is meshed into 3 by 3 quadrilateral elements describing
normal-, shear-, and bending action using 2 × 2 integration points (Gaussian quadrature). After meshing, the resulting system is solved using a direct
solver (the sparse Simplicial-LLT solver of the Eigen C++ library; [44]). The objective for structural design is then calculated by taking the total sum of
strain energy [N mm] over all elements in the structural model.
A.2. Thermal RC-network model
The building physics design grammar has been configured such that a construction is placed on the boundaries of spaces (walls and floors) in the
building spatial model. All constructions contain a material layer with a thickness of t = 150mm, a specific weight of γ = 2400 kg m− 3, a specific heat
capacity of C = 850 JK− 1 kg− 1, and a thermal conduction coefficient of λ = 1.8 WK− 1 m− 1, which represents the thermal behavior of concrete.
Additionally, constructions that are located at the boundary of a building spatial design, i.e. are external, have an additional layer for insulation, with
the following properties: t = 150mm; γ = 60 kg m− 3; C = 850 JK− 1 kg− 1; λ = 0.04 WK− 1 m− 1 . Accordingly, a resistor-capacitor (RC) network is
generated, in which each construction and each space is modeled by a temperature point. The heat capacity of a construction or space is modeled by a
grounded capacitor which is connected to the corresponding temperature point. Connections between spaces and constructions are modeled with a
resistor that is connecting the two corresponding temperature points. To simulate heating and cooling, an ideal power source with a capacity of 100
W/m3 for both cooling and heating is connected to the temperature point of a space. If the temperature of a space rises above the set-point of 25 ◦ C
cooling is activated, and if it drops below the set-point of 20 ◦ C heating is activated. The temperature points of external structure that are located above
ground are connected to an independent temperature point with a temperature that is based on real-world measurements obtained at De Bilt in The
Netherlands by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) [51]. Two periods of each 3 days (72 h) are simulated, a typical warm period
(July 2nd - 4th 1976) and a typical cold period (December 30th 1978 – January 1st 1979). Similarly, the temperature point of constructions that are
below ground (e.g. ground floor and basement wall) are connected to a ground temperature point with a constant temperature of 10◦ C. To ensure all
temperature points have a realistic initial temperature at the start of a simulation period, a warm-up period of four days is prepended to each
simulation period. The behavior of the RC-network can be expressed in a system of ordinary differential equations, which is solved using a RungeKutta stepper (the 5th order Dormand-Prince algorithm from the Odeint C++ library; [1]) using error control: εabs = 1 × 10− 3 and εrel = 1 ×
10− 3. The objective for building thermal energy usage is then computed as the sum of heating and cooling power over all simulated periods and all
spaces.
A.3. Evolutionary algorithm settings
The settings that have been used for the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm [11] are described here. The settings for the constraints are as follows: The
total floor area of a solution is constrained to match exactly 750 m2; the dimensions of the supercube grid in z-direction are constrained to a value
within a range of 3 m to 20 m; and the grid dimensions in x- and y-direction are constrained to values within a range of 0.5 m to 20 m. For the
parameters of the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm, the best performing parameter configuration has been adopted from [11], which are given here in
Table B.1. Finally, for the reference point with which the hyper-volume is computed the following point is used (1 × 1010, 1 × 1010). For a complete
and detailed description of the used evolutionary algorithm and its settings the reader is referred to van der Blom et al. [11].
Table B.1
Parameter configuration of the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm, as found in van der
Blom et al. [11].
Symbol

Description

Value

μ

population size
mutation type probability
step size technique
continuous mutation probability
initialization technique

6
0.4993
2
0.4381
2*

MT
ST
MC
IT

*
A different initialization technique is used in comparison with the best per
forming configuration found in van der Blom et al. [11].

A.3.1. Floor area constraint
Instead of the volume constraint that is presented in van der Blom et al. [11], a new constraint is used for the work presented in this paper, namely a
floor area constraint. This floor area constraint is enforced by repairing a building spatial design such that it is satisfied, which is explained here in
more detail.
Let A0 be the desired floor area and Ac the current floor area. Then define α = A0/Ac and scale the width and depth dimensions (x− and
y− direction) of the supercube following Eqs. (B.1) If lower or upper bounds are exceeded, set the variable to the bound. Iterate until Ac within one μm2
of A0.
∀i : wi
∀i : di

√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
α⋅w
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅i
= α⋅di
=

(B.1)
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